
Feminine-maternal traits, emotional stability, tolerance, and mature
response to aggression or infantile conduct are among the assets to
look for in nurses assigned to the care of excessive eaters and drinkers.
Psychological studies offer guidelines for identifying suitable per-
sonality traits in candidates for nursing nutritional deviants.

Nurses for Alcoholics
By GIORGIO LOLLI, M.D.

THE number of hospital wards, sanatoriums,
nursing homes, and clinics devoted to the

care of alcoholics is growing steadily with the
realization of the contemporary magnitude of
this problem and the improved methods of diag-
nosis and treatment. At the same time the
importance in our culture of other deviations
in nutritional habits, such as obesity and lean-
ness, is gaining increasing medical attention.
The establishment of facilities for the treat-

ment of deviations in eating or drinking has
naturally created a demand for qualified pro-
fessional personnel. The personality traits of
nurses to be assigned to services of this type are
of particular consequence.
The serious responsibilities attendant upon

ministering to the sick call for painstaking care
in the selection and assignment of all nursing
personnel. Hospital executives in the past had
to rely, and not without considerable success,
on their empirical experience and intuition for
guidance in this function. The trend now, how-
ever, is toward application of sound and proved
psychodynamic principles to the appraisal of
nurse candidates. But still more can be
achieved if selection is geared to the needs of
treatment teams working witlh special classes
of patients.

My discussion, thereftore, centers on the im-
portance of the emotional makeup of nurses to
be assignied to a service devoted to the correction
of deviant eating and drinking habits in which
the approach is simultaneously medical, psy-
chological, and social.
The extension of these principles to other

types of clinical services, it is hoped, will be
self-evident.
The emphasis on interactions between the

nurse and the alcoholic patient should be con-
strued only as an expression of the belief that
the nurse who is able to deal adequately witlh
the alcoholic can also deal appropriately with
all patients regardless of the condition for
which they need nursing care. When sick, all
individuals to a certain extent revert to infan-
tile patterns of behavior. The understanding
and handling of this behavior is facilitated by
knowledge about alcoholism-a condition which
results from the eruption of infantile traits in
adult age.

Finally, it is assumed that the importance of
the nurse's professional qualifications is uni-
versally granted and needs no further emphasis
here.
The suggested criteria represent an ideal con-

ception of the nurse qualified to work in a
service for eating and drinking deviants. But
even if ideals seldom, if ever, can be attained
in full, our constant goal should be to approach
the model.
A systematic evaluation of the emotional as-
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sets anid liabilities of the niurse prior to lher
assigniment to a particular service will weed
out some candidates who would affect ancd be
affected unfavorably by the institutional group.
Of course, evaluation must continue after the
nurse becomes a miember of the staff. It should
be ani endless and creative process of mutual
criticismiwhlierein the appraisal of the newcomer
by the older members is Inot more important
tlhan lher appraisal of the group. Final deci-
sions about long-term employability slhould be
taken only after several imontlhs of trial.

Certainly nurses, like other members of the
liumani race, cannot be expected to be without
emotionial inadequacies. However, some diffi-
culties which are not niecessarily lhandicaps in
other professions or occupations might present
a serious threat to a satisfactory nurse-patient
relationship.
The emotional problems wlhich represent a

lhandicap in a nurse assigned to a service for
deviaiit eatingc anld drinking habits usually are
deeply rooted and difficult to alleviate or solve.
The illusion that personality changes may occur
as a result of learning experiences with staff
members or with patienits should not be fostered.
In a service of this type, time is seldom available
for entirely adequate treatment of the patient.
Time is never available for more than a super-
ficial approaclh to the emotional difficulties of
ineimbers of the staff. OIn the other lhanid, emo-
tional problems of the staff may be swiftly mag-
nified, or change from latency into openi mani-
festations, as a result of exposuire to an emo-
tionally disturbinig environment.

Iln the selection- anid evaluation of nurses, the
concept of "compatible neuroses" is a practical
one. WlWeni a new nurse is employed the com-

lpositioni of the staff as a whole should be kept
i a minid. It is desirable to visualize what effects
the newv ml-ember of the team will have on the
older ones. For instance, some obvious handi-
caps in a nurse supervisor can be tolerated if
otlher members of the team do not exhibit similar
tIraits or are not too sensitive about them.

Excessive drinking, excessive eating, anid
deviant nutritional habits in general are linked
with the very dawn of emotional life. Through
the first nutritional experiences the first social
experiences of the adult-to-be take place. Ade-
quate hung,,er-linked emotions are those of love,

warmtlh, anid mutual tenderniess. The inade-
quate ones are those of hate, violence, and re-
senitmients in general. A mutuallv rewarding
mother-child relation favors the development
of adequate hunger-linked emotions. CoIn-
versely, an unsatisfactory miiother-clhild rela-
tioIn lhas untoward repercussions unless out-
weiglhed by later anid more favorable
experiences.
When psychological and social techniquies are

applied to problems of nutrition and nutritional
habits, uncontrollable emotionis often flare up
quickly and violently niot only in patients but
also in emotionally ill-equipped therapists.
The reason for this is that the emotions linked
witlh deviant nutritional habits are antisocial in
their nature. Indeed, it may be that uncon-
scious fears related to these emiiotions account
for the paucity of attenition given thus far to
the psychological and social aspects of h-unger
an-id of nutritional habits in geiieral.

Physical Characteristics

In a general hospital, the nursingcy staff of
a service for nutritional deviants should be lim-
ited to wonmen. A general hospital lhas male
attendants available if necessary for security.
Experience lhas slhowin that with properly
trained and emotionally fit woomen nurses, with
meedicatioin administered proiptly anid ade-
quately, and with a responise to violence which
emphasizes firm and fearless tolerance, the
need foIr riestrainits and(l for the uise of force
in general is practically nil.
The limitation to women nuirses is based on

the crucial role played by womuen in bringing
up clhildren, as knowin from tinme immnemorial
anid confirmed by scientific researclh duiring re-
cent decades. While uinsatisfactory mother-
child relations contribute to all cases of adult
maladjustment, they are especially decisive in
those directly linked to deviant nutritional
habits. Conversely, lhealthy em-lotional experi-
ences with adequate women maiy lhelp to alleviate
or wipe out the painfutl pressure of half-buried
experiences with the woman who is of para-
mount importance in the life of every human
beinig. This stress on the significance of an
unlhealthy mother-child relationslhip should not
be conistrued as "criticism" of the mothers of
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patients or of the patients themselves. It is
simply a recognlition of the fact that inade-
quacies of the mother-clhild team have far-
reaching(, consequences.
The marital status of the nurse seems uniim-

portant. There are countless single women
who display clear-cut feminine personality
characteristics, objective attitudes toward sex-
ual behavior and its deviations, and ability to
participate in a variety of mutually rewarding
social relations. Because lhealthy attitudes to-
ward sex problemiis are often entirely unrelated
to sex experience in real life, iniquiries about
sex life are seldomii important for evaluation.
Suchl inquiries may rather be symptomatic of
the problems of the in-terviewer than evocative
of those of the cancdidate.

It follows that mariiage or sex experience
does Inot make femininiie a woman who is not
so from the start; nloIr will either or both solve
sexual problems. The presence or absence of
sexual difficulties stemiis psychodynamically
from the presence or absence of maladjustment
in the area of hiunger-linlked emotions. This is
why problems connected witlh distortions of the
ability to love, to relate to people, to be tender,
to express warm feelings appear to be of funda-
mental significance.
The age of the candidate is of secondary im-

portance, provided slhe is in excellent physical
health.

Shared Handicaps

In a service devoted to deviant eating and
drinikinlg habits, excessiv-e drinking and mnarked
overw-eight or underweight represent obvious
handicaps. AModerate overweight or under-
weight can be tolerated if the nurse is able to
accept possible criticism from patients about
lher "weakness" anid to use the handicap as a
veiled indication that slhe is "not differenit."
One of the main difficulties of the neurotic
patient is his feelinig that he is "different." He
sometimnes feels encouraged by seeing that otlher
people wlho have aclhieved some measure of suc-
cess in life also exlhibit lhandicaps similar to
his owni.

If her lang,uage is cleaily intelligible, a for-
eign accent shouldc not disqualify a canididate.
In mainy cases, the nieurotic patient feels h-im-

self a "stranger" or "estranged." Conitact
with another "stranger" may be emotionally
helpful. People sometimes share with a travel-
ing companion, a stranger, facts and feelings
whlichl they could not share with a close friend.
The ability to express herself clearly in writ-

inig, however, is important for the nurse be-
cause of the great value of her observations,
wlhich should be recorded in detail.
With these possible exceptions, however, it

must be remembered that in a professional
nurse-patient relationship the emphasis should
be on shared assets rather than on shared handi-
caps.

All that has been said thus far in no way at-
tenuates the iinportance of basic professional
and techlnical training. In addition, some
knowledge or at least some specific interest in
nutrition and dietetics is desirable since the at-
titude of the deviant patient toward food often
supplies revealing clues to his emotional life.

Psychodynamic Principles

It is advisable that a candidate be interviewed
separately by two members of the staff whose
training and experience allow them to base an
evaluation of the nurse's assets and liabilities
on sound psychodynamic principles.
The following questions may be considered as

a general guide for interviewers but are not in-
tended to be used as an interview outline.

IHa(1s the candlidate ever had any problein con-
nected with the excessiv'e use of alcohol or
drugs8? If so, a thorough psychiatric evaluation
should be conducted before a decision is taken,
even if the addiction to alcohol or drugs is no
longer active. The rule that persons presently
addicted to alcohol or drugs should not be con-
sidered for a position in a service specializing in
eating anid drinkingc dleviations lhas no excep-
tionlS. For persons who were addicted to alco-
hol or drugs in the past, this rule could have
some exceptions wlhich only a thorough person-
ality study of the candidate may justify.
The emotions linked with excessive use of al-

colhol or of drugys and those linked with nutri-
tionial deviations in general tend to be explosive.
These are the emotions whose distortions lead
to a variety of serious individual anid social dis-
orders, besides alcoholism or drug addictioni.
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Persons sufferinig from these emotional tur-
moils often have their problems fanned by ex-
posure to patients suffering from similarly dis-
torted emotional constiellations.
The experience of Alcoholics Anonymous, an

association of former excessive drinkers who
help each other to keep sober, might seem to
contradict this viewpoinit. A deeper examina-
tion of the difference between a therapeutic re-
lationship with patients and fellowship in
Alcoholics Anonymous will prove that no sucl
contradiction exists.
The attitude toward A.lcoholics Anonymous

of any service dealing with alcoholic patients
should be friendly and cooperative, giving full
recognition to the great contribution of this
movement to the alleviation of the problem of
alcoholism.
In most cases the professional therapeutic

approach to the alcoholic patient is compatible
with the activities of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Thus, with exceptions based on psychiatric
contraindications, the alcoholic patient should
be encouraged to participate in the movement.
Nevertlheless, the fundamental differences be-
tween a professional and a nonprofessional ap-
proach must never be lost to sight. It is true
that all professional as well as lay methods
used to control alcoholismi are based on the same
process: Emotional energies tied to physical
disability, psychological inadequacies, and so-
cial maladjustment, or a combination of these
disorders, are liberated througlh the alleviation
or correction of time lhandicaps and then used
to keep the urge to drink in check. But profes-
sional approaches and the Alcoholics Anony-
mous method differ quite markedly in the de-
grees of alleviation and correction of the
medico-psycho-social lhandicaps and even more
in the techniques of achieving, such alleviation
or correction.
The members of a professionally trained

treatment team should approach the alcoholic,
as all patients, on the fertile ground of common
lhumanity. The lines of communication with
him are tacitly sustained by the assets shared
with him. While the therapists take their own
liabilities for granted, they do not share them
with the alcoholic beyonid the implicit admis-
sion of their existence.
To try to cooperate with the alcoholic on a

professiomial level calls for a variety of assets
in the nurse. She must be able to direct an
abundant, flexible, and timely flow of emotions
to those areas of her personality which are
challenged by the alcoholic's difficulties. For
example, there is need for large emotional re-
serves so that the response to aggression will be
toleranice, so that the wounds inflicted by hate
will be healed without excessive challenge to
the nurse's proper attitude. In the ideal atti-
tude, the nurse's wislhes and her ethical duties
should coincide.
Emotional reserves are not ample in the al-

coholic. The nurse addict is nio exception even
if her abstention froin alcoholic beverages has
been of reasonably long duration, because she
needs these emotions to keep in check her own
addictive urge. This situation makes it dif-
ficult for her to deal witlh alcolholics on a pro-
fessional basis.
The alcoholic nurse, like any other addict,

is able to deal with and help her fellow alco-
holics on a nonprofessional basis. This is
shown decisively by repeated experience in Al-
coimolics Ainonymous, where the line of thera-
peutic communication between members is
sustainied by the shared conscious experience of
a hanidicap (namely, addictive drinking) and
by the shared unconscious experience of those
guilt-laden emotions which lead to addiction.
The fact is that less emotional energy is re-
quiired by the alcoholic to abstain in Alcoholics
Anoniymuous than to refrain from drinking in
response to professional treatment. The more
economnical achievements of Alcoholics Anony-
mous result from the circumstanice that within
the framework of the movement the addictive
urge to drink is kept in check by mutually po-
tentiating group emotions whose pressure is
concentrated intensely-sometimes violently-
on the interplay of the tw-o opposites: inebriety
an(l sobriety.
A sound and adequate professional approach,

on time other hand, leads to an ampler expansion
and to a greater flexibility of the alcoholic's
personality. The outcome is deeper: a less rigid
acceptance of life in general and a more secure
attitude toward the lifelong liability connected
with the alcoholic problem in particular.
As already noted, professional and Alcoholics

Anonymous approaches are compatible and
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their combination is advisable in many cases of
alcoholism. In combined approaches, the ab-
stention from alcohol achieved and maintained
in Alcoholics Anonymous does not drain the
alcolholic's emotions drastically and enables him
to face a professional approach with greater

chances of personal improvement.
But this fact must be borne in mind: While

the alcoholic can "receive" profitably a combi-
nation of professional and nonprofessional
lhelp, only exceptional persons can give profes-
sional and nonprofessional help to the alcoholic
at the same time. Yet this is the dangerous
situation faced by a professional nurse who is
an alcoholic in working with alcoholics as

patients.
WVhether io not she is a member of Alcoholics

Anonymous, she is bound to share her liability
with the alcoholics slhe nurses, either on a con-

scious or oni an unconscious level. From this
viewpoint, therefore, lher line of communication
witli alcoholics is not professional. Yet in
nursing duty she must try to establish a profes-
sional line of communication which, because
based mostly on personal assets, calls for large
amounts of free emotional energies. Repeated
observation indicates that the nurse's attempt
to reconcile professional and nonprofessional
attitudes has a high liability to failure. In
all likelihood, this attempt adds a new conflict
to the old ones, with eneiwed drain on the
nurse's emotional reserves. AWhien dutybound
to act professionally, either her defenses against
the urge to drink weaken or an ill-concealed
nonprofessional attitude takes the place of pro-

fessional nursing. Dangers then arise for the
alcoholic nurse as well as for the alcoholic being
nursed.
The following propositions, based on funda-

mental principles of mental economics, sum-

marize the above discussion:
1. In Alcoholics Anonymous and in some

otlier lay approaches, the individual member
gives the alcolholic as muclh help as lhe receives.
The success of treatment is based on this equi-
librium.

2. In a professional relationship. the therapist
must be able and willing to give much and to
receive nothing. The maintenance of the emo-

tioinal equilibriumin of professional persoinnel is

the outcome of iinteractions between these incdi-
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viduals and society at large, with resulting
availability of large emotional reserves for
treatment purposes.

3. An alcoholic nurse, even if long sober,
almost constantly faces difficulties in tolerating
a situation of disturbed equilibrium in which
the help slhe should give far exceeds what she
receives.
These statements slhould not be construed as

an attempt to demonstrate the superiority of
professional treatment and professional per-
sonnel. Their aim is solely to clarify the differ-
enices between professional and lay approaches.

IVhat is the candidate's attitude toward the
emotional problenms of patients? Extremes of
excess interest and disinterest are equally unde-
sirable. The adequate nurse seldom tries to
elicit from patients conversation relating to
emotions. However, patients often talk to h-er.
She should be able to interrupt "confessions"
which, almost intuitively, she senses to be dam-
aging to the patient's emotional stability, inso-
far as the patient will later regret disclosures
made in a state of turmoil.
The emphasis on emotional probleims, so obvi-

ous in contemporary societies, can lead to an
attitude characterized by almost total denial of
body illness. The "it's all in your mind" type
of nurse is not particularly helpful to patients.
It hints of a granidiose an(l ratler l)rilnitive
conception of the powers of the liunman mind.
To be aware that 1)ody and nmind initeract does
not mean that disturbed emotions are the exclu-
sive cause of body disorders, and certainly the
nurse should not promote such an imnpression.

Is the candidate interested in bedside nurs-
ing? Some nurses are attracted by the scientific
aspects of nursing, by theoretical discussions,
and by administrative functions only because
they are basically inhibited with patients. They
are unable to be close to them, touch them, and
so forth. Such attitudes are indicative of emo-

tional problems which, related as they are to
underlyinig devianlt nlutritionlal habits, (a'e nlot
compatible with the proper nursing of patients
on a service specializing in these very problenms.
Does the candidate have strong feelings of

in,feriority (or superiority) about the practice
of nursing in comparison with the practice of
internal medicine, or psyehfatry, or social woock?
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An unrealistic hierarchiical conception of pro-
fessions is the symptom of unsolved intellectual
and, sometimes, emotional problems. The well-
trained nurse has her rightful place in a thera-
peutic team on an equal basis. The best quali-
fiedinurse understands the nature of this
equality.
Does the candidate believe that there are

higher or lower activities in nursing? The good
nurse has no such illusions. The handling of
a bedpan is not an activity of a "lower" quality
than some administrative functions. The qual-
ity of a functioin is determined by the training
brought to it and by the emotional attitude
toward it. Strivings for power which are in-
compatible with ministering to the sick ofteni
uinderlie concepts relating to higher or lower
activities in nursing and in professions in
general.
Has the candidate ever worked in close co-

operation, with social workers2? If so, has she
gotten along well with them? How does she
feel about social workers in general? If she
lhas not teamed with social workers in the
past, is the likelihood of good cooperation
apparent?
The profession of social work has gYone

tlhrotugh changes as radical as those observed
in the profession of nursing in recent years.
From the handling of some apparently simple
social problems, social workers 1have shifted
their attention in part to the emotional prob-
leml-s of the individual. The experience tlhus
gainied has deepelned their insiglhts into the so-
cial maladjustmeiits which are the projection
of inner inadequacies. Experience lhas shown
that an approach to social difficulties based on
sound psychodynamic principles can supply to
the disturbed person those corrective emotional
experiences wlichl may affect hiis inner equilib-
rium favorably aiid durably.
The cooperation between nurse amid social

worker is most helpful to any patienit in the
lhospital and outside. In the eyes of the alco-
holic, for example, the nurse often represents
the temporary shelter and security of an iun-real
world. The social worker, on the other hanid,
represents the harsh realities of day-by-day
life. This seems to be one reason why so miiany

hostilities are still polarized against the social
worker. The emotional ambivalence toward
maternal figures which governs the lives of so
many neurotic individuals, alcoholics among,
them, often expresses itself with love for the
nurse and hostility to the social worker. The
nurse is often in a position to interpret the so-
cial worker to the alcoholic. Furthermore, the
nurse, exposed nmore than any other professional
person to the exhausting challeniges of the alco-
holic, often needs the emotional support, as
well as the technical interpretation of the
nurse-alcoholic relationship, which a skilled
psychiatric social worker can supply.
Howf does the candidate envisage the specific

role of the nurse in the prevention or allevia-
tion of the emnotional difliculties of patients?
There is growin-g psychodynamic evidence that
the main factor underlying emotional stability
is a healthy and mutuially rewardiing motlher
child relatioin. Regardless of her age, the
nurse plays a maternal role for all patients andl
should be enidowed with maternal traits. Ac-
cording to this viewpoint, maternal traits
should be considered almost identical with fem-
inine traits, anid they are not dependent on the
actual experience of motherhood. They are to
be understood as the ability to tolerate and to
interrupt betimes other people's pleasures anid
also their pains. The good mother is the one
wlho knows how anid when relief should be giveni
to the child's pain; she knows also how and
when the child's pleasures should be inter-
rupted. In otlher words, she should be able to
tolerate some pain in her child without guilt
feelings and some pleasure without env-ious
feelings. Besides these traits, emotional and
physical stability, plus predictability of reac-
tions to a given situation, should be conisidered
maternal traits.

Does the candidate prefer vmale or femiale
patients? There is little doubt that the ideal
nurse should be maternal enough not to have
preferences for male or female patients.
How would the candidate react to attem?npts

by patients to get information about her per-
sonal life? The ability not to disclose too mucl
about her personal life is of great importance.
Usually it is linked with the ability to give some
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harmless information about herself. In her
contacts with the patient, the niurse should be
able to keep control of the questions asked of
her. This ability is definitely linked with her
respect for other people and with her self-
respect.

WVhat is the candidate s attitude toward suc-
cess or failure? Persons whose emiiotional con-
stellations are similar to those operative in al-
coholism and in other deviant nutritional habits
often have a kind of "all or nothing" attitude
toward success and failuire. A minor error rep-
resents total failure and, conversely, a minor
achievement might be fanitastically magnified
into a mlajor success. The ability to see these
matters in their proper perspective is best suited
to the niursing of patients of this type.
Ho?r does the candidate react to aggression?

Coiipletely passive and completely aggressive
reactions are equally undesirable if present all
the time. Of course, occasional passivity or ag-
gression are part and parcel of human nature.
WVhen required by the wvelfare of the patient,
a nurse should be able to enforce discipline
without experiencing guilt. Her actions should
be guided by reason and niot precipitated by
the overwvlhelming pressture of her aggressive
ellmotionis.
Does the candidate exhibit harmless infantile

traits? The ability to be a child occasionally
and to interrupt the often painful perform-
anices of adult behavior should not be con-
sidered a handicap. Brief expressions of
liarinless inifantile traits may greatly help a
nurse to conitrol those infantile traits which are
hiarmful. The upbringing of many disturbed
adults, amiionig them the alcoliolics, was high-
lighted by parental or cultural attitudes point-
inig to natural childhood behavior as basically
"wz-rong" and leading to repression of harmless
infanitile traits.
What is the candidate's attitutde toward

hierarchical transmissions of authority and
gmonphysical violence frov?, top to bottom?
There is little doubt that authority and violence
are often, even thouglh wrongly, linked to-
getlher anld that retaliation for authoritarian
attitudes of superiors is meted out to persons
iniferior in ranik and, eventually, to patients.
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The ideal lnurse should be able to block violence
at her level and to act more as a buffer than
as a catalyst.
Can the candidate distinguish between a

friendly attitude toward a patient and being
"friends" with the patient? Can she keep
sufficiently close to him and at the same time
sufficiently distant from him? In a service
for deviant eating and drinking habits, many-
patients are in good physical condition 2 or 3
days after their admission. They tend to be-
come "friends." They attempt to engage the
nurse in a close relationship which is dangerous
both to them and to the nurse. The latter must
have the skill to maintain the relationship on a
professional level.
Does the candidate apply the disease concept

to alcoholismn and obesity? The alcoholic and
the obese are suffering as a result of their
search for excessive and forbidden pleasures.
The disease connotation of their predicament
is unusual insofar as the concept of disease
is customarily linked with the concept of pain.
Sooner or later persons in contact with alco-
holics and obese individuals sense-consciously
or unconisciously-that a search for forbidden
and excessive pleasures, much more than over-
wlhelming pain, is at the root of the trouble.
Some professional people, nurses included, cani-
not accept without resentment the excessive
pleasures of the addicts and react with ill-
disguised hostility to the realities of the situ-
ation.

Is the candidate tolerant of the patient's lack
of cleanliness? Alcoholics, especially in the
early days of their hospitalization, are often
unclean and unwilling to be clean. Sometimes
this attitude is followed by an obsessive search
for cleanliness. There is a type of woman, ob-
served ofteni in our culture, wvho was brought
up with an obsessive repulsion against all that
is not perfectly clean. She might feel "soiled"'
by the sexual experiences of marriage, and as a
young mother she might be repelled by the
soiled diapers of her baby. While this is not
the place to discuss how and why this attitude
develops, it can be stated that a rather tolerant
attitude toward lack of cleanliness and an
equally tolerant attempt to correct it are es-
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seiitial in the nurse assignecl to patients on a
service for nutritional deviants.

Is the candidate sensitive enough to the emer-
gent needs of the neursotic to be able to satisfy
therm quickly if required? Is she able to inter-
rupt his pain swiftly when it appears to be
overwhelminig? On the other hand, is she free
enough of impulsive traits to be able to delay
the interruption of pain when it seems justified
to do so in terms of long-range tlherapeutic
plans? The attitudes explored by these ques-
tions are linked with the previously discussed
maternal traits.

Is the candidate so secure as to be able to dis-
cuss her inadequacies with colleagues and su-
per-iors? If unable to cope with a given situ-
ation or with a given patient, is she able to
delegate the task to a colleague? These admis-
sions of individual shortcomings canl occur only
within a well-integrated and smootlhly operat-
ing therapeutic team, vwhere mutual respect is
based on technical competence but even more on
high standards of morality and of emotional
adequacy.
Can the candidate correctly interpret sexual

or apparently sexual Proposals by patients?
There is little doubt that some patients react to
nurses witlh the most childish side of their per-
sonalities. Sometimes they try to touch them,
eager for a physical contact which is more that
of the child with the mother than of the man or
woman with another adult woman or man. The
correct interpretation of these attitudes is fun-
damental and should lead to tolerance not free
from firmness.

Is the candidate willing and able to give the
patient all the explanations necessary to qnake
clear the apparently nmuysterious ways in which
a service of this type operates? Is she a good
listener? Because of the attempt to elicit cor-
rective emotional experiences, the attitude of
the treatment team often differs radically from
all attitudes to which patients had been exposed
in the past. Thus the service and the actions of
its personnel are often interpreted as puzzling
and mysterious. Nurses slhould have the ability

to clarify misunderstandings and define treat-
ment goals. They should be able to listen with
poise to the patient's excessive praise or criti-
cism of other members of the therapeutic team,
and be free to convey to colleagues and superiors
the patient's feelings about them so that treat-
ment may be modified accordingly.

Summary
Services devoted to patients with deviant eat-

ing and drinking habits, separately or in com-
bination, are growing in number. The profes-
sional nurse is a most important member of the
therapeutic team in such services. Available
are psychodynamic principles which should be
applied to the evaluation and selection of nurse
candidates for services of this type.
The specific criteria suggested are intended

to help in identifying both suitable and un-
suitable emotional traits in theJ nurse seeking
assignment to such a service. The chief guid-
ing principle is that the nurse should be a
woman able to function as a symbolic feminine-
maternal figure. This is based on the observa-
tion that patients with deviant eating and
drinkinag habits usually experienced some dis-
turbance in the early mother-child relation-
ship, with resulting distortion of hunger-linked
emotions, and that this maladjustment can be
alleviated through healthy emotional contacts
with adequate woman figures.
Among the most desirable specific charac-

teristics, therefore, are: stable emotional
makeup; feminine-maternal traits (not depend-
ent on age or sexual experience) ; ability to co-
operate in a treatment team with social work-
ers particularly; acceptance of the patient's
condition, in spite of its origin in pleasure-
seeking activities (eating, drinking), as one re-
quiring professional treatment; and ability
to respond to the patient's occasional need for
immediate relief from pain, or occasional ag-
gressive and infantile conduct, without coun-
ter aggression and with appropriate mature
behavior.
Nurse candidates who themselves have ex-

perienced addictioni to alcohol or drugs require
special psychiatric evaluation.
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